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Schaefer, Sociology: A Brief Introduction, 7th Canadian Edition provides students
with the tools they need to successfully navigate in today's social world. The new
edition offers a Canadian perspective within a global context, allowing students to
examine the place of themselves and others in society. The new edition has been
completely updated with the Canadian student in mind. Students will engage with
content that features relevant social topics, diverse examples, and the latest
Canadian statistics, research and data. This resource is ideal for degree and
diploma level Introductory Sociology courses, or for any learner eager to explore
the study of social worlds.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course
syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized
versions for individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition,
you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use
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Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting
from companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your
purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an
access code, the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may
have to purchase a new access code. Access codes Access codes that are
purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the
wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to
purchase. -- Understand the Changing Dynamics of the U.S. Population The 13th
edition of Schaefer's Racial and Ethnic Groups places current and ethnic
relations in a socio-historical context to help readers understand the past and
shape the future. This best-selling Race & Ethnic Relations text is grounded in a
socio-historical perspective with engaging stories and first person accounts. Race
and Ethnic Groups helps students understand the changing dynamics of the U.S.
population by examining our history, exploring our current situation, and
discussing concerns for the future. This text provides an accessible,
comprehensive, and up-to-date introduction to the present issues that confront
racial and ethnic groups in the U.S. and around the world. It incorporates the
most current statistics and data in the marketplace including the most recent
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census. Teaching & Learning Experience Personalize Learning -- The new
MySocLab delivers proven results in helping students succeed, provides
engaging experiences that personalize learning, and comes from a trusted
partner with educational expertise and a deep commitment to helping students
and instructors achieve their goals. Improve Critical Thinking -- Robust end-ofchapter materials provide students with chapter summary and study materials
that help them develop critical thinking skills. Engage Students -- Every chapter
contains first-hand commentaries that demonstrate the diversity of various
groups. Explore Research -- Research intertwined with information on current
events and demographics provide a modern view of our society. Understand
Diversity -- Detailed coverage of multiple racial, ethnic, and other minority groups
provide students with an extensive view of diverse relations. Support Instructors
-- Strong supplements package with author-reviewed activities and assessments
in MySocLab. Note: MySocLab does not come automatically packaged with this
text. To purchase MySocLab, please visit: www.mysoclab.com or you can
purchase a valuepack of the text + MySocLab (at no additional cost). ValuePack
ISBN-10: 0205248152 / ValuePack ISBN-13: 9780205248155
Like its predecessors, the tenth edition of this text reflects Rick Schaefer's
mission to bring readers a comprehensive, up-to-date presentation that teaches
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them how to think critically about society and their own lives from a wide range of
classical and contemporary perspectives. Combining balanced coverage of
theory with current research findings, distinctive social policy sections, examples
of interest to students, and abundant learning aids and exercises, this text will
help students develop a sociological imagination. "The introductory sociology
class provides the ideal laboratory in which to study our own society and those of
our global neighbors. The distinctive emphasis on social policy found in this text
shows students how to use the sociological imagination in examining such public
policy issues as sexual harassment, the AIDS crisis, welfare reform, the death
penalty, and privacy and censorship in an electronic age." Richard T. Schaefer
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts,
persons, places, and events from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the
FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for
your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is
Textbook Specific. Accompanys: 9780077433055 .
Three basic premises guide this highly successful introductory text - first that
theory and research must be both comprehensive and clear, second that the text
must show how sociology is relevant both to the study of society and to students'
lives and third that sociology can play a valuable role in teaching critical thinking
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skills. To that end, this solid, well respected text combines a balanced threeperspective approach with excellent student oriented examples, and distinctive
social policy sections in a concise presentation that offers an alternative to full
length books.
Drawing from a wide selection of classic and contemporary works, this bestselling reader includes 56 readings that represent a plurality of voices and views
within sociology.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts,
persons, places, and events from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the
FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for
your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is
Textbook Specific. Accompanys: 9780078026812 .
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons,
places, and events from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101
studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with
optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific.
Accompanys: 9780073404264 .
Sociology in Your Life with P.O.W.E.R. Learning promotes student success through a
narrative that combines leading introductory sociology content with a framework for
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strengthening student study skills. Students are empowered to develop their
sociological imaginations through interactive activities that also help them study more
effectively, while classroom time is powered up for instructors when stronger critical
thinking and reading skills result in a deeper understanding of key sociological
concepts. Empower your students for success in the Introductory Sociology course and
throughout their college careers with Sociology and Your Life with P.O.W.E.R.
Learning.
Thestory ofa kind of poverty in America so deep that we, as a country, don't even think
exists from a leading national poverty expert who defies convention ("New York
Times")"
Overview: The ninth edition of Richard T. Schaefer's Sociology: A Brief Introduction
providesstudents with a comprehensive, up-to-date presentation of sociology. Students
learn tothink critically about society and their own lives from a wide range of classical
andcontemporary perspectives. Combining balanced coverage of theory with
currentresearch findings, examples that students can relate to, and abundant learning
aids andexercises, the new edition continues to encourage the development of
sociologicalimagination. New to the edition is the inclusion of an adaptive diagnostic
tool andinteractivities to help students master key concepts.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus
to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab &
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Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual
schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID,
provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not
be included when purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson; check
with the seller before completing your purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or
purchase a used book with an access code, the access code may have been redeemed
previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access codes Access
codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being
either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to
purchase. -- Helps students understand and analyze race and ethnic issues Racial and
Ethnic Diversity in the USA applies contemporary theories to race and ethnic relations.
The text explores issues inherent in race and ethnicity and then applies these issues to
the four largest minority ethnic groups in the U.S. This foundation will enable readers to
discuss how diversity will change in the future. MySocLab is an integral part of the
Schaefer program. Engaging activities and assessments provide a teaching and
learning system that helps students discover sociology in their lives. With MySocLab,
students can watch videos on sociological core concepts, explore real-world sociology
through the new Social Explorer, and develop critical thinking skills through writing.
0205949797 / 9780205949793 Racial and Ethnic Diversity in the USA Plus NEW
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MySocLab with eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of: 0205181880 /
9780205181889 Racial and Ethnic Diversity in the USA 0205206530 / 9780205206537
NEW MySocLab with Pearson eText -- Valuepack Access Card
Sociology: A Brief Introduction invites students to take sociology with them in their daily
lives. This successful, student-friendly program includes strong coverage of race,
ethnicity, and globalization. The approachable material encourages students to develop
their sociological imaginations and start to think like a sociologist. Paired with Connect,
a personal and adaptive learning experience, students learn to apply sociology’s three
theoretical frameworks to the world around them.
By focusing closely on the basic ideas behind sociological theory and research, this
concise text provides a firm knowledge base without overwhelming students with
nonessential material. Because theories and research methods are applied to
substantive areas throughout the text, students develop the kind of meaningful
understanding often acquired only through more expensive, full-length texts.
NOTE: You are purchasing a standalone product; MySocLab® does not come packaged with
this content. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MySocLab, search for
ISBN-10: 0134126963 / ISBN-13: 9780134126968. That package includes ISBN-10:
0133770990 / ISBN-13: 9780133770995 and ISBN-10: 0133842983 / ISBN-13:
9780133842982. MySocLab should only be purchased when required by an instructor. For
courses in Race and Ethnic Relations Understand the changing dynamics of the U.S.
population Understanding race and ethnic relations is essential to understanding the United
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States - where we've been as well as where we're going. Throughout the fourteenth edition of
Racial and Ethnic Groups, author Richard T. Schaefer helps students view race and ethnic
relations in a socio-historical context, so they can understand the past and best shape the
future. The text's student-friendly framework is packed with engaging first-person accounts that
illuminate the changing dynamics of the U.S. population, and reveal the stories behind these
changes. Incorporating the latest statistics and data, Racial and Ethnic Groups enables
educators to stay current in this ever-changing area of study. Also available with MySocLab
MySocLab for the Race and Ethnicity course extends learning online, engaging students and
improving results. Media resources with assignments bring concepts to life, and offer students
opportunities to practice applying what they've learned. And the Writing Space helps educators
develop and assess concept mastery and critical thinking through writing, quickly and easily.
Please note: this version of MySocLab does not include an eText. Racial and Ethnic Groups,
Fourteenth Edition is also available via REVEL(tm), an immersive learning experience
designed for the way today's students read, think, and learn. Learn more.
This is an introduction to sociological theory and research.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places,
and events from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all
of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online
comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys:
9780073209470 9780073125749 9780073209500 .
This convenient organizational tool is available stand-alone or with a student text. The planner
provides daily tips for success, time-management techniques, a daily calendar and contact
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information.
In this 13th edition, Rick Schaefer provides a comprehensive, up-to-date introduction to
sociology that appeals to students with a diversity of learning styles. The text focuses on
sociology in the global community and encourages students to think about the world they're
living in using a sociological imagination.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places,
and events from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all
of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online
comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys:
9780073404318 .
Make Sociology new with McGraw-Hill’s Connect Sociology and the 2nd edition of Sociology
in Modules. New to Connect is Investigate Sociology, a brand-new tool that develops students’
sociological imaginations by placing them in provocative scenarios where they must analyze
various sources and determine a solution. Connect also comes with LearnSmart, an adaptive
questioning tool proven to increase content comprehension and student results, as well as fun
interactivities like In their Shoes and Applying the Perspectives that teach sociology’s three
theoretical frameworks. Finally, make sure students come prepared to class by assigning our
many e-book activities. With McGraw-Hill’s digital tools, focus on what you do best—teaching.
Unique to this program, Sociology in Modules 2e has the most flexible content on the market.
Instead of losing students in chapters that are long, unspecific, or out of order, customize your
text and assignments with our modular approach, which breaks chapters into more
manageable, topic-focused sections. Sociology in Modules’ flexible content coupled with
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powerful digital learning tools makes this an ideal choice for your introductory course.

Make Sociology new with McGraw-Hill’s Connect Sociology and the 10th edition of
Sociology: A Brief Introduction. New to Connect is Investigate Sociology, a brand-new
tool that develops students’ sociological imaginations by placing them in provocative
scenarios where they must analyze various sources and determine a solution. Connect
also comes with LearnSmart, an adaptive questioning tool proven to increase content
comprehension and student results, as well as fun interactivities like In their Shoes and
Applying the Perspectives that teach sociology’s three theoretical frameworks. Finally,
make sure students come prepared to class by assigning our many e-book activities.
With McGraw-Hill’s digital tools, focus on what you do best—teaching. Unique to this
program, Sociology: A Brief Introduction encourages students to take sociology with
them in their everyday lives, just as Rick keeps a small notebook of daily sociological
events. In Sociology brief, instructors get the most trusted content in manageable form.
This, coupled with powerful digital learning tools, makes Sociology brief an ideal choice
for your introductory course.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons,
places, and events from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101
studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with
optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific.
Accompanys: 9780077554217 .
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This three volume reference set offers a comprehensive look at the roles race and
ethnicity play in society and in our daily lives. General readers, students, and scholars
alike will appreciate the informative coverage of intergroup relations in the United
States and the comparative examination of race and ethnicity worldwide. These
volumes offer a foundation to understanding as well as researching racial and ethnic
diversity from a multidisciplinary perspective. Over a hundred racial and ethnic groups
are described, with additional thematic essays offering insight into broad topics that cut
across group boundaries and which impact on society. The encyclopedia has
alphabetically arranged author-signed essays with references to guide further reading.
Numerous cross-references aid the reader to explore beyond specific entries, reflecting
the interdependent nature of race and ethnicity operating in society. The text is
supplemented by photographs, tables, figures and custom-designed maps to provide
an engaging visual look at race and ethnicity. An easy-to-use statistical appendix offers
the latest data with carefully selected historical comparisons to aid study and research
in the area
Sociology in Modules offers approachable content in a well-organized, flexible teaching
format. The comprehensive program allows instructors to choose the content they’d
like to present and introduce it in a layout that students can manage. Connect, the
proven online experience, adapts to student’s learning needs, enhancing the
understanding of topics and developing their sociological imagination.
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Richard T. Schaefer's Sociology Matters is a concise introduction to the discipline of
sociology. Schaefer’s characteristic straightforward style, a streamlined design, and
highly focused coverage make it the perfect affordable, ultra-brief, introductory text for
instructors who use a variety of materials in their course.
The new edition of Sociology helps students take Sociology with them on campus, in
their careers, and in their communities. While still maintaining its well-balanced
coverage of the 3 perspectives, this new revision has a strong focus on encouraging
students to think about their world with a sociological imagination. Through its strong
coverage of globalization, race and ethnicity, careers in sociology, and current topics
like mass media and social policy, Sociology provides students with knowledge they
can use at school, at work, in their neighborhoods, and in the global community.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons,
places, and events from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101
studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with
optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific.
Accompanys: 9780078026720 .

For generations, visitors, journalists, and social scientists alike have asserted that
Chicago is the quintessentially American city. Indeed, the introduction to "The
New Chicago" reminds us that to know America, you must know Chicago. The
contributors boldly announce the demise of the city of broad shoulders and the
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transformation of its physical, social, cultural, and economic institutions into a
new Chicago. In this wide-ranging book, twenty scholars, journalists, and
activists, relying on data from the 2000 census and many years of direct
experience with the city, identify five converging forces in American urbanization
which are reshaping this storied metropolis. The twenty-six essays included here
analyze Chicago by way of globalization and its impact on the contemporary city;
economic restructuring; the evolution of machine-style politics into managerial
politics; physical transformations of the central city and its suburbs; and race
relations in a multicultural era. In elaborating on the effects of these broad forces,
contributors detail the role of eight significant racial, ethnic, and immigrant
communities in shaping the character of the new Chicago and present ten case
studies of innovative governmental, grassroots, and civic action. Multifaceted and
authoritative, "The New Chicago" offers an important and unique portrait of an
emergent and new Windy City.
This fully updated edition of The Engaged Sociologist by Kathleen Odell Korgen
carries the public sociology movement into the classroom, while at the same time
providing an engaging overview of the entire field. It demonstrates how to think
sociologically, to develop a sociological eye, and to use sociological tools to
become effective participants in a democratic society. Perfect as a supplement
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for an introductory course, or as a main text for any course that has public
sociology at its roots, this inspiring book will serve as a guidebook to any student
who is passionate about applying sociological concepts to the world around
them.
ELEMENTARY STATISTICS: A STEP BY STEP APPROACH is for general
beginning statistics courses with a basic algebra prerequisite. The book is nontheoretical, explaining concepts intuitively and teaching problem solving through
worked examples and step-by-step instructions. This edition places more
emphasis on conceptual understanding and understanding results.
Sociology: A Brief Introduction invites students to take sociology with them in
their daily lives. This successful student-friendly program includes strong
coverage of race, ethnicity, and globalization. The approachable material
encourages students to develop their sociological imaginations and start to think
like a sociologist. Paired with Connect, a personal and adaptive learning
experience, students learn to apply sociology's three theoretical frameworks to
the world around them.
Three basic premises guide this highly successful introductory text - first that
theory and research must be both comprehensive and clear, second that the text
must show how sociology is relevant both to the study of society and to students'
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lives, and third that sociology can play a valuable role in teaching critical thinking
skills. To that end, this solid, well-respected text combines a balanced threeperspective approach with excellent student-oriented examples, and distinctive
social policy sections in a concise presentation that offers an alternative to fulllength books.
Sociology: A Brief Introduction invites students to take sociology with them in
their daily lives. This successful franchise includes strong coverage of race,
ethnicity, and globalization. Paired with a personal and adaptive learning
experience, students learn to apply sociology’s three theoretical frameworks to
the world around them. Connect is the only integrated learning system that
empowers students by continuously adapting to deliver precisely what they need,
when they need it, and how they need it, so that your class time is more
engaging and effective.
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